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PRICE LIST to manufacturers
February 2002

ELECTRONIC COMBINATION LOCKS (motorized)
(Battery holders are optional: see the “Accessories” page of this List)

A.

SM03TR - Electronic Motor Lock with membrane keyboard.
Closure through a keyboard command. Buzzer inside.
Dimensions of the Lock Box are 60x90x32 mm. Stroke of 15.5 mm.

SM03TR-C1
SM03TR-C2
SM03TR-C2H
SM03TR-C1T
SM03TR-C2T

B.

Basic model (1 combination)
(2 combinations)
(2 comb. – model for Hotel)
(1 comb. - Delay 99'/Window 99')
(2 comb. - Delay 99'/Window 99')

Euro

Lire

98
+ 0
+ 0
+ 18
+ 18

189.800
+
0
+
0
+ 34.900
+ 34.900

SM02 - Electronic Motor Lock with membrane keyboard. Buzzer inside.
Springbolt lock. Automatic closure after 20 sec. from opening.
Dimensions of the Lock Box are 77x95x42 mm. Stroke of 9.5 mm.

SM02-C1
SM02-C2
SM02-C1T9
SM02-C2T9
SM02-C1T99
SM02-C2T99

Basic model (1 combination)
(2 combinations)
(1 comb. - Delay 99'/Window 9')
(2 comb. - Delay 99'/Window 9')
(1 comb. - Delay 99'/Window 99')
(1 comb. - Delay 99'/Window 99')

Euro

Lire

119
+ 0
+ 18
+ 18
+ 18
+ 18

230.400
+
0
+ 34.900
+ 34.900
+ 34.900
+ 34.900

NOTE: Prices of various options are the sum of Basic model price plus the additional price,
where signed with “+”.
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ELECTRONIC COMBINATION LOCKS with DISPLAY (motorized)
(Battery holders are optional: see the “Accessories” page of this List)

C.

SM03LX - Electronic Motor Lock with LCD display box (normally LXD2)
and membrane keyboard. Closure through a keyboard command. Buzzer
outside into display unit. Dimensions of the Lock Box are 60x90x32 mm.
Stroke of 15.5 mm.
Euro
SM03LX-C1T
SM03LX-C2T
SM03LX-C1TL
SM03LX-C2TL
SM03LX-C1TD
SM03LX-C2TD

D.

Basic model
(1 comb. - Delay 99'/Window 99')
(2 comb. - Delay 99'/Window 99')
(Time Lock with 1 comb.)
(Time Lock with 2 comb.)
(Time Lock with 1 comb.
+ Delay 99'/Window 99')
(Time Lock with 2 comb.
+ Delay 99'/Window 99')

Lire

212

410.500

212
260
260
279

410.500
503.400
503.400
540.200

279

540.200

SM02SX - Electronic Motor Lock with LCD disply box (normally LXD2)
and membrane keyboard. Springbolt lock. Automatic closure after 20 sec.
from opening. Buzzer outside into display unit.
Dimensions of the Lock Box are 77x95x42 mm. Stroke of 9.5 mm.
Euro
SM02SX-C1T
SM02SX-C2T
SM02SX-C1TL
SM02SX-C2TL
SM02SX-C1TD
SM02SX-C2TD

Basic model
(1 comb. - Delay 99'/Window 99')
(2 comb. - Delay 99'/Window 99')
(Time Lock with 1 comb.)
(Time Lock with 2 comb.)
(Time Lock with 1 comb.
+ Delay 99'/Window 99')
(Time Lock with 2 comb.
+ Delay 99'/Window 99')

Lire

232

449.200

232
280
280
299

449.200
542.200
542.200
579.000

299

579.000
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ELECTRONIC LOCKS with SOLENOID
(Battery holders are optional: see the “Accessories” page of this List)

E.

SEL4 - Electronic lock composed of: the mechanical group EMGX (the
solenoid opens a springbolt that closes directly on doors frames), the
electronic board and the membrane keyboard. Closure through a keyboard
command. Dimensions taken 51x72x34 mm. Stroke 9 mm.
Euro

Lire

SEL4-C1
SEL4-C2
SEL4-C1T
SEL4-C2T

Basic model (1 combination)
(2 combinations)
(1 comb. - Delay 99'/Window 99')
(2 comb. - Delay 99'/Window 99')

75
75
+17
+17

145.200
145.200
32.900
32.900

SEL4-FB

(“Free Box”: for applications where
75
the user continuosly changes: the user
combination works only for one opening;
master combination for the administrator;
free/taken box signalling)

145.200
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F.

PARTS

SMA03LX Like SM03LX but supplied without
the box for the display (lock box + membrane
keyboard + electronic board for display alone)
SMA03LX-C2T
(2 comb. - Delay 99'/Window 99')
SE54

Like SEL4 but supplied only with the solenoid
with spring instead of the whole EMGX group.
SE54-C1 (Basic option with 1 comb.)
Other options like point E.

MT03TR Lock Box with electronics inside
Buzzer inside. Closure from keyboard.
Dimensions 60x90x32 mm. Stroke 15.5 mm
MT03TR-C1 (Basic option with 1 comb.)
Other options like point A.
MT02

Euro

Lire

175,6

340.000

67

129.700

84

162.600

Springbolt Lock Box with electronics fixed on it.
Automatic closure after 20 sec. from opening.
Buzzer incorporated. Stroke of 9.5 mm.
Dimensions: 76(60+16)x95x42 mm
MT02-C1 (Basic option with 1 comb.)
101
Other options like point B.

195.600

MC02

Like MT02 but without the electronics.
Dimensions 60x95x42 mm. Stroke 9.5 mm.

72

139.400

EMGX

Mechanical group with solenoid; springbolt
directly on doors. 51x72x34mm. Stroke 9mm.

36,2

LXD-1
LXD-2

Box Display LCD.
Box Display LCD with keyboard incorporated.

103
120

199.400
232.400

KB-1
KB-2

Rectangular membrane keyboard.
Round membrane keyboard.

18
18

34.900
34.900

70.100
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G.

ACCESSORIES

Euro

Lire

ALI01
BH-1
BH-2
BH-3

Stabilized 9 Volt 300 mA AC/DC Adapter.
Battery Holder for 6 “AA” batteries.
Battery Holder for 6 “C” batteries.
Battery Holder for 6 “D” batteries.

20
1.1
3
8,3

39.000
2.100
5.800
16.100

B-EST

Accessory for external emergency battery.

9.5

18.400

SB

Little box with norm. 1,8 m of cable for
external buzzer.

(on request)

KB-3

Keyboard Box that hold externally batteries
and buzzer.

(on request)

PL-1
PL-2

IDT Wire extension (norm. 80 cm) for KB-1/2
Crimped Wire extension (norm. 60 cm).

11

21.300
(on request)

NOTE: All prices are subject to change without notice. Euresis s.r.l. assumes no responsibility for the application
of informations published in this document.
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GENERAL TERMS OF SALE

05-02-2002

The terms of sale listed here below apply to all the orders accepted by Euresis s.r.l. (here below
called simply Euresis).
These terms of sale have to be accepted by the customer completely and without any condition.
If the customer requires some modifications, they have to be agreed and signed by Euresis s.r.l.
1.

PRICE. Prices are shown in Euro on our Price List. Real price takes in account the
discount for quantities, and is shown in the Euresis offers. Any offer is considered valid
for a period of 60 days, excepting different agreements.
In any case the agreed price shall be shown on the customer order.

2.

PAYMENT CONDITIONS. Payments have to be done in Euro according to the agreed
terms, specified in our offer and in the customer order. All goods related to a customer
order remain Euresis sole and absolute property until such time the customer has
completely paid the goods. All the costs related to the payments are in charge of the
customer, excluding collection costs of our bank

3.

DELIVERY. The delivery of the goods is always ‘free at works’. Transport costs are in
charge of the customer. The goods always travel at consumer’s risk, even when Euresis, as
a service to the customer, attends to the goods forwarding. When Euresis attends to the
goods forwarding and pays directly the carrier, the transport price will be specified and
charged on the invoice to the customer.
Euresis is not responsible for damages or loss of goods due to the carrier. Euresis can
insure the goods transport, provided that the customer agrees to support the related cost (in
the order of 0.3 % of the goods value): in this case the cost will be specified and charged
on the invoice. Different approaches can be agreed with the customer.

4.

PACKING. The goods will be delivered properly packed, to support stress due to the
transport. Packing type is accepted by the carrier, so eventual claims for damages due to
transport have to be addressed exclusively to the carrier.

5.

DELIVERY TERMS. Euresis does any effort to delivery in time. But delivery terms are
intended as indicative, beeng subjected to materials availability and to possible causes
beyond control. Euresis shall be never responsible for any damage, direct or indirect,
caused by deliveries not in time, independently from any reason. Incidental delivery delay
cannot justify order cancellation.

6.

WARRANTY. Warranty is intended for goods that appear defective under proper use
within a period of 12 months (unless otherwise stated) after delivery, due to faulty
materials or fabrication defects, and is related only to goods entyrely paid.
Euresis is not responsible for any inconvenient appearing on the customer product where
the Euresis good is mounted. Euresis sole obligation is limited to the repair or replacement
of the defective goods, provided that the defective goods are returned to Euresis, carriage
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paid and suitably packaged. No goods may be returned for credit. Any tampering of goods
by unauthorized people and any installation made without suiting what described in the
Technical Specifications, results in the forfeiture of the warranty rights.
7.

RETURNED GOODS POLICY. No goods may be returned without prior authorization of
Euresis Customer Service or Representative. Incorrect or defective-in-warranty (as stated
in point 6) products may be returned and, if justified, will be replaced or repaired. Euresis
reserves the possibility to authorize the returning of out-of-warranty and/or damaged
goods to evaluate their repair costs (if possible and convenient to Euresis to repair); the
customer can then order the repair. Any carriage is paid by the customer. Euresis can only
accept goods returned from the original purchaser and through the channel of distribution
from which they were obtained.

8.

Euresis reseves the right to bring to his products the changes that are considered usefull to
improve the product, without advising the customer. This doesn’t allow the customer to
cancel the order or to claim for damages, provided that the product is functionally and
dimensionally compatible with the one before the changes.

9.

Euresis is not responsible for damages in any way connected to his products, when these
products are mounted on equipments produced by his customers. The purpose of a lock is
to diminish as much as possible the risk for thefts and robberies, but cannot assure in an
absolute way that these events can be completely avoided. So Euresis is not subjected to
any civil or penal responsibility, direct or indirect, for damages to persons or things,
connected to defective functionality of his products mounted on equipments of his
customers.

10.

For any controversy the competent court is the Tribunal of Ivrea (Italy).
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